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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
The following symbols are listed in their order of 
appearance in the thesis. 
v volume distribution function 
material volume of grains in a distributed body 
v velocity 
v volume distribution at an initial state 
0 3 
J the Jacobian, equivalent to det |F|, where |F| = L. 
q heat flux vector 
T stress tensor 
b body force vector 
e specific internal energy 
r heat supply 
n specific entropy 
9 temperature 
£ entropy flux vector 
I external equilibrated body force 
k equilibrated inertia 
h equilibrated stress tensor 
g intrinsic equilibrated body force, acceleration due 
to gravity 
Y mass density of the grains 
p material pressure due to compressibility of grains 
p pressure arising from distribution of grains 
X bulk viscosity 
u viscosity 
n unit normal vector 
ty specific free energy 
a ,3 ,a,3 material coefficients of granular materials 
Q rate of deformation tensor 
L = J— I length ratio 
uc 
M = -L —̂ dimensionless parameter related to the external 
body forces 
I characteristic length of the geometry being consider 
K K^,K functions used to describe the Reiner-Rivlin flu 
F(s) history of the relative deformation gradient 
£$ functional used in definition of simple fluids 
t the present time 
T a particular time in the past 
S S = t-T 
T £ extra stress 
T nondissipative or equilibrium stress 
X material points 
x spatial points 
oy. relative deformation function 
F (T) relative deformation gradient 
R(s) an arbitrary orthogonal tensor 
I unit tensor 
M tensor used to define viscometric motions 
!?<•> basis used to define viscometric motions 
k rate of shear 
e^.^ basis used to define curvilineal motions 
e. magnitudes of basis vectors used to define curvilineal 
i . 
motions 
b ,b ,b ,b ,bfl,b body forces for Cartesian and polar 
X y Z r u Z 
coordinate systems 
a,b parameters used to define the yield point 
^0,^1 angular velocities of cylinders 
* 
J Bessel function of the first kind of zeroth order o 
Y Bessel function of the second kind of zeroth order 
J-. Bessel function of the first kind of first order 
Y-. Bessel function of the second kind of first order 
I modified Bessel function of the first kind of zero 
o order 
K MacDonald's function of zero order 
I-, modified Bessel function of the first kind of first 
order 
K, MacDonald's function of first order 
x zeroes of J\ 
lm 1 
V body force potential 
We have followed the definitions of these special 
functions as given by N. N. Lebedev [1972, 2]. 
SUMMARY 
This work deals with the viscometric and curvilineal 
motions of incompressible Coulomb granular materials. In 
two of their papers Goodman and Cowin have presented a 
theory for granular materials based on the introduction of 
a new independent scalar variable into the continuity equation, 
constitutive equations, and balance equations governing the 
motions of such materials. In their 1971 paper Goodman and 
Cowin solved two types of boundary value problems for the 
motions of granular materials using the linear Coulomb 
granular model based on their theory. In the 1972 paper 
they extended the constitutive equation to cover more general 
classes of materials. 
The two solutions found in the 1971 paper are the only 
published solutions using the linear theory. Inasmuch as 
the theory showrs promise of adequately representing the 
motions of granular materials under the proper circumstances, 
it would be beneficial to obtain solutions to other problems 
of the type for which exact or approximate solutions for 
Navier-Stokes fluids are known to exist. This is the ultimate 
objective of the present thesis. 
Goodman and Cowin [1971, 1] and Goodman and Cowin 
[1972, 1]. 
The thesis consists of six chapters. The first 
chapter considers the theory of granular materials as 
presented by Goodman and Cowin in their papers and describes 
the restrictions and modifications made for its use in this 
thesis. The conclusion of Chapter I outlines the objectives 
of the thesis. Chapter II is devoted to a fuller presenta-
tion of the constitutive equation as defined for granular 
materials, putting it in a form most easily used for applying 
known results for viscometric and curvilineal motions. 
Chapter III derives the general results for the form of the 
constitutive equations for viscometric, and, more specifically, 
for curvilineal motions. Chapter IV considers specific 
problem solutions for the "modified" Navier-Stokes equations 
obtained by insertion of the constitutive equation derived 
in Chapter III into the linear momentum balance equation. 
Solutions are obtained for channel flow at an arbitrary 
angle, flow between concentric rotating cylinders, longi-
tudinal motion between concentric vertical cylinders, and 
Poiseuille flow through a circular pipe. Chapter V considers 
torsional flow within a circular cylinder bounded by two 
rotating discs, which is not a viscometric flow as defined 
in the thesis. Chapter VI summarizes the results and presents 
recommendations. Finally, there are four appendices. 
Appendix A derives conditions for the steady universal 
motions of incompressible granular materials. Appendix B 
considers the definition of the regions of equilibrium and 
nonequilibrium as used in this work and the yield condition 
employed as a result of this definition. Appendix C is a 
discussion of the nonuniqueness of the solutions in general. 
Appendix D derives a result for incompressible Coulomb 
granular materials implied by the statement of the balance 
of equilibrated force. 
Thus, the stated objective of this thesis is to 
obtain solutions for the viscometric motions of granular 
materials. The derivation of results valid for viscometric 
and curvilineal motions of granular materials is completed. 
In regard to the application of these results to specific 
boundary value problems, some exact solutions are obtained. 
For other problems, solutions are found by changing the form 
of the "modified" Navier-Stokes equations, in most cases by 
considering the inertia term to be negligible. The resulting 
solutions seem to match well with physical experience for 
"slow" motions. Finally, conditions for the steady universal 
motions of incompressible Coulomb granular materials are 
derived, and specializations for certain types of velocity 
fields are determined. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF GRANULAR MATERIALS 
The Theory of Goodman and Cowin 
A theory of granular materials was recently proposed 
by Goodman and Cowin [1971, 1] and [1972, 1] which differs 
from previous theories by the introduction of an independent 
scalar variable called the volume distribution function. The 
granular nature of the material is reflected in this function 
and in the stress representation. This new variable can be 
interpreted as the ratio of the material volume occupied by 
the grains to the total spatial volume instantaneously 
containing the material volume. The difference of these two 
volumes represents the amount of void space between the 
grains. 
For incompressible motions the volume distribution 
function v has the property that 0 <_ v(x,t) £ 1 for all 
x e B and all t, where B is some distributed body of granular 
material. The volume r of grains in the distributed body is 
therefore 
^V= f vdv. (1.1) 
B 
In their work, Goodman and Cowin present constitutive 
2 
equations and derive through kinematic, dynamic, and thermo-
dynamic considerations the equations of continuity and the 
equations of motion for a granular material. In this work 
we will consider only the linear constitutive equations and 
the equation of motion derived from them. Furthermore, we 
will consider only isochoric motions for which 
div y = 0. (1.2) 
The continuity equation is derived through kinematic 
arguments. It may be written as 
yv + y (v + ^ div v) = 0. (1-3) 
The following balance equations are assumed by Goodman 
and Cowin: 
(1) The Balance of Energy 
d 1 1 T 
-rr J yv (e + 2" Y*v + T kvv)dv / (T • v + hv-q)«ndA 
Pt 3Pt = 
/ yv(b*v + £v + r)dv, (1.4) 
P* 
(2) The Balance of Equilibrated Force 
S— / Y^kvdv = / h«n dA + / yv(_l + g)dv, (1.5) 
pt 3pt Pt 
3 
(3) The Balance of Equilibrated Inertia 
^ / Yvk dv = 0, (1.6) 
?t 
and (4) The Clausius-Duhem Inequality 
d r 
x̂- f yvn dv > / cb«n dA + / yv ~ dv. (1.7) 
Cit ~ ~ O 
Pt 3 p t ? t 
Goodman and Cowin point out the difference between the energy 
and entropy statements given above and the classical state-
ments. They state that the v terms appear because \> is 
independent of both the motion and the temperature. 
The conservation of linear momentum for granular 
materials may be written as 
div 1 + yvb = yvv. (1. 8) 
From the conservation of angular momentum we obtain 
T = TT. (1.9) 
Goodman and Cowin [1972, 1] obtain the following 
field equation from the balance of equilibrated force: 
4 
yvkv = div h + Y^U + g) . (1.10) 
In Appendix D we will derive a result for isochoric motions of 
granular materials which follows directly from (1.10). 
In obtaining their representation for the stress in 
granular materials, Goodman and Cowin [1971, 1] define three 
quantities as follows: 
P = y2v |i , (l.ii) 
P = YV2 |i , (1.12) 
h = Yv 7 ^ — r . (1.13) 
' (grad v) 
These three quantities are related by the equation 
p-p = v div h. (1.14) 
They interpret the pressure p as a material pressure 
corresponding to the compressibility of the grains. 
p is considered to be a pressure arising from the 
distribution of grains given by the granular distribution 
function. The vector h, called the equilibrated stress 
vector, represents a system of forces between the grains 
which is in self-equilibrium. 
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These definitions result in the definition of the 
yv 
equilibrium stress T , which is given by 
T° = - pi - h <g> grad v, (1.15] 
which is equivalent to 
T° = - pi + v(div h]I - h © grad v. (1.16] 
We define the extra-stress for the granular material 
in the same manner as for a Navier-Stokes fluid: 
T£ = A(trD]I + 2]iD. (1.17] 
However, since we are considering only isochoric motions, 
Tr will reduce to = h 
T£ = 2uD. (1.18] 
Goodman and Cowin derive a constitutive equation for 
what they call a Coulomb granular material. By employing a 
Taylor series expansion of the specific free energy per unit 
volume yvij; they obtain the following expressions for p, p, 
and h: 
•A 
Jenkins [1975, 1J has found motivation for considering 
an alternative expression for the specific free energy function, 
6 
yd a. 
+ (I|£ -a)grad v • grad v, (1.19) p = — K — - a 
^ dy o v dy 
~ 2 
p = - 3 +3v -a grad v • grad v, (1.20) 
and h = 2agrad v. (1.21) 
Goodman and Cowin point out that in the equilibrium 
regions of a granular material, the normal and shear stress 
at any point will be related by 
S2 + (T-t)2 = s2, (1.22) 
where s = a grad v • grad v and t = - p - a grad v • grad v. 
The normal stress T is considered to be acting across an 
arbitrary fixed plane in the equilibrium region, and the 
shear stress S is acting iri the same plane. 
The general constitutive equation for the cohesionless 
(3 = 0) Coulomb granular material is of the form 
2 
T = (-$v + a grad v • grad v + 2v div (a grad v))I 
2a grad v (x) grad \; + 2yD (1.23) 
in the regions of nonequilibrium for isochoric motions, which 
is modified to 
7 
S2 + (T-t)2 = s2 (1.24) 
in the regions of equilibrium. 
The distinctions between the regions of equilibrium 
and nonequilibrium are important. We define our regions of 
nonequilibrium to be finite regions for which D ? 0. Clearly, 
then, the regions of equilibrium are those regions where 
D = 0 . This is a slightly different interpretation than that 
used by Goodman and Cowin. They employ the Coulomb yield 
condition as a boundary condition for the separation of the 
two regions in the solutions to the tv/o granular flow problems 
considered in [1971, 1]. We will use the alternative condi-
tion that D = 0 at the interface between regions of 
equilibrium and nonequilibrium. 
If the dynamic stress relation is inserted into the 
balance of linear momentum, xve obtain 
yvv = -23v grad v + 2av grad(V v) + yV v + yvb (1.25) 
for isochoric motions. We will call this equation the 
"modified" Navier-Stokes equation. 
Finally, Goodman and Cowin indicate [1971, 1] that 
two new dimensionless parameters are of interest in this 
Jenkins [1975, 1] derives an alternative condition 
satisfied in the regions of equilibrium. 
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granular theory. They are the length, ratio 
L = J^ I and M = ¥ . (126a,b) 
where £ is a characteristic length of the geometry of the 
system being considered. 
The Objective of the Thesis 
Thus we have a very brief exposition of the theory of 
granular materials as proposed by Goodman and Cowin. The 
objective of this thesis as a whole will be the determination 
of the form of the linear constitutive equation of granular 
materials for viscometric motions. We will continue these 
results to the case of curvilineal flows, which form a broad 
class of motions comprising many of the flows for which 
solutions have been obtained in the case of Navier-Stokes 
fluids. We will obtain exact solutions for many specific 
cases of these motions. We shall find for many of the flows 
considered that we can obtain no exact solutions using the 
techniques considered in this thesis. In such cases we will 
attempt to obtain inexact solutions by making what we claim 
are reasonable assumptions under the appropriate conditions. 
We will state the appropriate physical conditions for which 
our inexact solutions should be valid. 
* 
For a discussion of a similar material characteristic 
length parameter used in the theory of a polar fluid, see 
Cowin, [1967, 1]. 
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After a number of curvilineal motions are considered, 
we shall look at a motion which is not viscometric as we 
have defined it. This is a torsional flow bounded by a 
stationary vertical cylinder and two rotating discs. We will 
obtain solutions for this problem by neglecting the inertia 
term which occurs in one of the "modified" Navier-Stokes 
equations. This will allow us to obtain an inexact solution 
for this case as well. 
Finally, general conditions required for the steady 
universal motions of incompressible Coulomb granular materials 
will be derived. Other results will be obtained by specifying 
various types of velocity fields considered. 
In the following chapter we will attempt to formalize 
the concept of stress. We will compare our constitutive 
equation with that obtained for more general materials. 
However, it must be pointed out that in this work we are 
considering in this theory of granular materials a constitutive 
equation for which the extra stress in dependent only on the 
instantaneous value of the relative deformation gradient. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION 
Historical Discussion 
The most famous constitutive assumption concerning 
the motions of viscous fluids was that made by Stokes in 1845. 
He argued that the stress for such fluids should take the 
form 
T = -pi + fCg), (2.1) 
the stress being a function of the hydrostatic pressure and 
having a functional dependence on the symmetric part of the 
velocity gradient. When he undertook the study of flows in 
the special case where 
f(D) = 2UD, (2.2) 
he initiated the development of the theory of the familiar 
Navier-Stokes fluid. However, flow effects not explained by 
this theory of linearly viscous fluids were noticed by investi-
gators, aid it became evident that a constitutive equation 
of a different form was required for some fluids. About 30 
years ago Reiner [1945, 1], Rivlin [1947, 1] and others 
11 
began considering other possible forms of the constitutive 
equation. The stress was assumed to be represented by the 
more general form 
pi + T = KQI + K1D + K?D
2, (2.3) 
where Kn, K-. , and K~ are scalar valued functions of the three 
principal invariants of D. These concepts were revised and 
expanded over a period of about 15 years until the concept 
of a simple fluid was perfected. The following definition 
for an incompressible simple fluid was obtained: 
det F(s) = 1 (2.4) 
and T£ = eJjf (F(s)), (2.5) 
s = o 
where F(s) is the history of the relative deformation 
gradient (which depends on the choice of the material point 
X and the time t). We have T = t-s, where t is the present 
time and T is a time in the past. s is therefore a measure 
of how far back into the past history of the deformation of 
the material we are going. Equation (2.4) states that only 
isochoric motions are permitted. Equation (2.5) states that 
the extra stress is determined by the history of the relative 
deformation gradient, where <jv \s some functional which is 
defined for a particular fluid. 
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The Extension of the Stress Concept 
Goodman and Cowinrs theory extends the concept of 
stress in another manner, for a different type of material. 
They assume that the extra stress which represents the 
dynamical part of the constitutive equation to be of a form 
that is identical to that for a Navier-Stokes fluid: 
T£ = (X + y) trD
 + 2yD [2.6] 
The definition of extra stress was largely one of 
convenience, since it allowed us to look specifically at 
only that part of the stress tensor arising due to dynamic 
effects. In their theory of granular materials, Goodman and 
Cowin find it convenient to define another part of the stress 
tensor, which they call the equilibrium or nondissipative 
part: 
T° = -pi - h ® grad v. (2.7) 
This may also be written as 
T° = -pi + (v div h)I - h (x) grad v. (2.8) 
In Chapter I we stated that in the case of the linear theory 
of Coulomb granular materials employed by Goodman and Cowin, 
13 
the representations for p and h take on the simple forms: 
2 p = -3 + 3v - a grad v • grad v (2.9] 
and h = 2 a grad v, (2.10) 
where 3 , 3 and a are positive material coefficients which 
can in general depend on v, y and the temperature 9, but 
which we take to be constants for our purposes. Note that 
the definition of the equilibrium part of the stress implies 
that the equilibrium stress is a function solely of the 
newly introduced kinematic variable v and is completely 
independent of the dynamic effects. It is also evident from 
(2.7) that the equilibrium stress for the Coulomb granular 
material is assumed to be dependent only on the magnitude of 
v at the present time t and not on the past history of v. 
In this work we will be considering the motions of 
incompressible Coulomb granular materials. We limit ourselves 
to the nondilitant materials, which are granular materials 
capable only of isochoric motions, Goodman and Cowin also 
consider a different constraint on the kinematical nature 
of the motions considered. They define motions with incom-
pressible distributed volume by the continuity equation 
v + vdiv v = 0, (2.11) 
The continuity equation for isochoric motions reduces to 
v = 0. (2.12) 
In words, the incompressible Coulomb granular material 
is defined as follows: 
(1) only isochoric motions are permitted, 
(2) the continuity equation for isochoric motions 
must be satisfied, and 
(3) the stress tensor is composed of two parts. One 
part is simply the extra stress for incompressible Navier-
Stokes fluids. The second part is the nondissipative part 
which is dependent on the volume distribution function. The 
extra stress describes the dynamic stress effects, while the 
nondissipative stress is dependent on the distribution of 
granules. 
Mathematically we have 
(1) div v = 0, (2.13) 
and 
where 
(2) v = |^ + v - grad v = 0, (2.14) 
(3) T = TE + T° (2.15) 
T^ = 2UD (2.16) 
and T° = -pi + v(div h)I-h ® grad v, (2.17) 
p and h as defined earlier. 
Any proposed constitutive equation must satisfy the 
principle of material objectivity, which is defined by 
Coleman, Markovitz, and Noll [1966, 1] as follows: "If a 
given process is compatible with a constitutive equation, 
then all processes obtained from the given process by changes 
of frame must also be compatible with the same constitutive 
equation." This principle restricts the possible candidates 
of functionals satisfying equation (2.5). For the incom-
pressible Coulomb granular material, since the extra stress 
is the same as that for a Navier-Stokes fluid, the Tp part 
of the total stress satisfies material objectivity. The 
equilibrium stress as defined by Goodman and Cowin satisfies 
material objectivity under restrictions outlined in [1972, 1]. 
Essentially, material objectivity implies that T and h be 
isotropic functions of their vector and tensor arguments 
grad v, grad 0 and D. Isotropy in this sense means that the 
response of T° and h to grad v, grad 0 and D is the same in 
all directions. The Coulomb granular material satisfies all 
the restrictions on both TV and T . If the two parts of a 
constitutive equation each separately satisfy material 
objectivity, then the sum also satisfies material objectivity. 
The next natural step to take for the generalization 
16 
of the theory of granular materials is the construction of 
a model of a simple granular material. The extra stress 
response would in general be a functional of the history of 
the relative deformation gradient as well as v and grad v. 
This is beyond the scope of the present work. 
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CHAPTER III 
VISCOMETRIC AND CURVILINEAL MOTIONS 
OF GRANULAR MATERIALS 
Specialization of Other Results 
In this chapter we will apply some general results 
on viscometric and curvilineal motions described in Coleman, 
Markovitz, and Noll [1966, 1] and in Truesdell and Noll 
[1965, 1] to the case of incompressible Coulomb granular 
materials. These general results will then be used to consider 
specific types of curvilineal motions for incompressible 
Coulomb granular materials in later chapters. 
All the results outlined here were obtained in the 
above works for incompressible simple fluids. The constitu-
tive equation has the very general form 
TE = 36 (F(s)), (3.1) 
s = o 
as stated in Chapter II. For facilitating the comparison of 
results obtained for simple fluids and Coulomb materials, 
we note that we can apply all of the results for simple 
fluids to the Coulomb materials by setting 
36 (F(s)) = -y \ - (F(s) + F(s)J) (3.2) 
s=o 
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For the Coulomb material, the extra stress is dependent 





s = o 
A T 
grad v and -^ (F(s) ) (grad v) 
T 
s = o 
T-e# (E(s)) = y(grad v + (grad y) ) 




D = j (grad v + (grad y) ), 
(3.5) 
so our extra stress reduces to 
T IE
 = 2 y? (3.6) 
which is identical to that for isochoric motions of Navier 
Stokes fluids. 
Viscometric Flows of Coulomb Granular Materials 
Let us suppose that the material points X of a Coulomb 
granular material in the regions of nonequilibrium are given 
by 
19 
X = < ^ (X,T). (3.7] 
&?C(X,T) is the relative deformation function. We define the 
relative deformation gradient by the equation 
Ft(T) = 1&. (X,T), (3.8) 
where x is the spatial position at the present time t of the 
material point we label as X. We further define 
F(s) = Ft(t-s) s >_ 0 (3.9] 
as the history of the relative deformation gradient. 
Suppose further that the history of the relative 
deformation gradient for all X,t is given by 
F(s) = R(s) (I-sM), (3.10) 
where R(s) is an orthogonal tensor for each s, with 
R(0) = I. (3.11) 
The flow is said to be viscometric if M is of the form 
20 
M = 
0 0 0 
k 0 0 
0 0 0 
( 3 . 1 2 ) 
w i t h r e s p e c t t o some b a s i s b< i> of a r i g h t - h a n d e d o r t h o g o n a l 
c o o r d i n a t e s y s t e m . In g e n e r a l we have 
k = k ( X , t ) 
R(s ) = R(s ) ( X , t ) ( 3 . 1 3 ) 
and b<i> = b<i> ( X , t ) 
This definition holds for both simple fluids and Coulomb 
granular materials. k is called the "rate of shear." 
Recall that we are considering only the case where 
3t (F(s)) -
s = o 
M I? CF(s) + F(s)T) (3.14) 
s = o 
Thus 
2yD = -v iL- (F(s) + F(s)T) 
s = o 
(3.15) 
For viscometric motions 
F(s) = R(s)(I-sM), (3.16) 
so 
^ (F(s)) I = R(0) (-M) = -M 




T T T 
-M1(R (0)) = -M1, 
S = 0 
[3.18) 







2yD = y(M + MT) = y 
0 k 0 
k 0 0 
0 0 0 
(3.20) 
Therefore the stress in the regions of nonequilibrium for a 
viscometric motion of a Coulomb granular material is 
T = y 
0 k 0 
k 0 0 
0 0 0 
(6 -6v> + a grad_ v 
-2a grad v (x) grad v. 
grad v + 2avV v)I 
(3.21) 
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T in the regions of equilibrium is given as in (1.24). 
Now let 
grad v = 
dX 
T b. + ̂ \
 b- + 
1 _ 1 3x2 ~L dx 
3 b-3> (3.22) 
1 2 3 with x , x , x the orthogonal coordinates for a coordinate 
system defined by b., , b? , b v, the basis for which M is of 
the required form. Then 
;rad v (x) grad v = 
f 8v >, 2 9v 
I ! J T 
9x~ 3x 
9v 8v 
9X 1 3x2 
3x' 
^ 3v -> 2 
a 2 3x 
dv dv 9v _3v__ 
9X1 3x^ 9x 3x° 
iv 3v 
.x1 ax 3 
3v 3 v 
2 3 
9x 3x 
(dv > 2 
1 3y 
(3.23) 
The general form of the stress in the regions of nonequilib 
rium for viscometric motions may then be written as 
T = y 
0 k 0 
k 0 0 
0 0 0 








ax1 ax 3 
ax1 ax 
rav ,2 










k is specified for a particular type of viscometric motion. 
Curvilineal Flows of Coulomb Granular Materials 
We now consider an important class of flows which are 
contained within the more general category of viscometric 
motions. Curvilineal flows are motions for which the velocity 
field y = y(x) has the form 
v^ = 0, 2 2~1, v = v (x ) , v3 = v3(xX) (3.26] 
1 2 in an orthogonal coordinate system (x , x , x ) for which 
the magnitudes e- of the natural basis vectors are constant 
along curves y = y(s) which have the parametric representa-
tion 
1 ~1 2 ~ 2 2^1 3 ~ 3 3^1 
y1 = x1, y = x - sv (x 1), yJ = x"5 - s v ^ x 1 ) . (3.27) 
It has been shown that in regard to curvilineal flows, 
For a proof of the results, see Coleman, Markovitz 
and Noll, [1966, 1, §13], or Truesdell and Noll, [1965, 1, 
pp. 432-435]. 
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[1) every curvilineal flow is viscometric, 
(2) the rate of shear k is given by 
k = f- Vfv 2 ) 1 e 2
2 + (v 3) 1 e 3
2, (3.28) 
where 
2 ~1 ^ 1̂ 
r 2.1 dv (x ) , r 3.1 dv~(x ) . _ ,n. 
(v ) = ^~->- and (v ) = !tr~^> (3.29) 
dx dx 
and (3) the basis b<i> with respect to which M is of 
the required form is related to the basis with which we 
defined curvilineal flows by 
b<l> = e<l> , 
b<2> = me<2> + ne<3>, ( 3 . 301 
b<3> = -ne<2> + me<3>, 
where e< i> i s t h e n o r m a l i z e d n a t u r a l b a s i s f o r ou r c o o r d i n a t e 
A 1 A ! /\ -7 
sys tern (x , x , x ) , and 
r,2 -v 1 e„ , 3>1 e 7 
( v ) / , ( v ) 3 r -, T1 -, 
ra = ^ - _ and n = ^ - — . ( - , .31) 
Furthermore, M is given with respect to e<i> by 
25 
M = -1 (v2)1 
e l 
-^ f v 3 ) 1 
e l " 
("3.321 
Once again, all of the above results can be applied to the 
case of Coulomb granular materials. 
The Form of the Stress Tensor for Curvilineal 
Motions of Coulomb Granular Materials 
All curvilineal flows are viscometric, so that the 
stress in the equilibrium and nonequilibrium regions obeys 
the results already derived for the viscometric case. However, 
we will be concerned with the physical components T .. of 
the stress with respect to the coordinate system used for 
defining curvilineal flow, which are the components of T 
relative to e<i>. These can be expressed as 
T .. = e<i> • T e<i> 
<i3> - = - J 
[3.33) 
We use the transformation rule 
^ 3 
e<i> • T e<j> Z S (e<i> • b<k>)(b<k> 
£=1 k=l 
Tb<£>)(b<£> • e<i>) 
(3.34) 
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to obtain the physical components of the stress in the 
regions of nonequilibrium. We find that 
e i • T e n = T-. _ , -<1> = -<1> 11 
?<1> * 2 e-<2> m T12 ~ n T13 ' 
e .. • T e ~ = n 7. 0 + m T. ., , -<1> = -<3> 12 lo 
2 ? 
e ~ . T e 0 = m T o 0 + n T _ T - 2 m n T O T ! -<2> =:-<2> 22 ^3 23' 
e < 2 > • T e < 3 > = mn (T 2 2-T 3 3) + (m
2-n 2)T 2 
f3.351 
and 2 2 e .-. • T e -. = n T 9 9+m T„_ + 2mn T o z , -<3> = - < 3 > 22 /j 3 23 
where T.. are the stresses with respect to the basis b . 
i] F -<i> 
for which M has its proper form. Substituting the T-- stress 
components which we obtained in the previous section into 
(3.33), we obtain 
T 
<11> 
(6 -6v2 + a grad v • grad v + 2avV2v) - 2a (^y)
2, 
0 3x 
rp r -, ~ 3 v 3 v > ~ r 3 v 3 v ^ T ? = m(pk - 2a — 1 ?-j + 2na (—, =0 , 
i Z 3x 3x 8xx 3xJ 
T1 _ ^ r I o 3v 3v -N 0 r3v 3v A T - n(uk - 2a - ^ —^ - 2ma {-^ — j ) , 
3x 3x 3x 3x 
(3.36] 
T < 2 2 > = (m
2+n2)(B0-3v
2 + a grad v • grad v + 2aV v) 
0 r 2 ,9v ^2 2 r3v -.2, . 3v 3v 
2a (m (—T) + n (—?) J + 4mna — ~ — , 
3x" 3x 3x^ 9xJ 
„ n rr9v .2 3̂v ^2, 9 r 2 2. 3\; 9v T ? = -2mna [(— 7 ) - i TJ J -2 fm -n J — 7 — ^ , 




2 + a grad v 
2 
grad v + 2avV v) 
~ 2 f3v .2 2n a (—~0 
3xZ 
T^2 r3v > 2 2m a ( w) 
3X"5 
4mna 3v 3v 
3x2 3x^ 
C3.37] 
T .• are the physical stress components with respect to • 
< 11 > A 
the basis e . with which we defined curvilineal motions. 
-<i> 
•\ 
Here the - represent partial derivatives with respect to 
3X1 
the coordinates for which M has the required form. They are 
<-\ 
related to the —-- with which we defined curvilineal flow 
dx 9 3 
by the relations —H_ = -~j, 
3x 3x 
9x' 







- + I _L_ 
2 m 3x3 
(3.38] 
Thus (3.34) becomes 
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( 3 0 - 3 v
2 + a g r a d v • g r a d v + 2avV2v) - 2a ( - ^ y ) 2 -
3x 
m(uk - 2 a — r C— — y + — rJ J + 2n —=p (— —-9- + 
^ ~1 vm ~2 n ^ 3 ^ ~1 vn ~2 
3x 3x dx 3x 3x 
1 9v 1 
m - 3 J • 3x 
n [ vi k - 2 a — r I — - r r + — — r J) ' 2 m — r I ~ ~ — r ^ l m - ' v n ~ 3 ̂  ~^1 n ~ 2 
9x 9x 9x 3x 3x 
1 9v > 
S 3 X 3 ) ' 
(m +n ) ( 8 -3v + a g r a d v • g r a d v + 2avV^v) 
7 . 2 r l 3v , 1 3v . 2 , 2 r 1 9v , 1 3v >2. 
2 a f m (— —o" + ~ ? J + n L " — —r + ~ —7TY) J 
^ vm „^2 n ~3^ v n ~2 m ~ 3 7 J 
3x 3x 3x 3x 
m 3x2 n 3x 3 n 3X2 m 3x 3 l J 
9™^ r r l 3 v , 1 3v ,2 r l 3 v 1 9v x2. 
2mna I (— — T + — —^J - (- — — T
 + — —^-J I 
L^m -2 n - V - n -2 m ~ 3 J J 
3x 3x 3x 3x 
2 ( m
2 - n
2 ) ( I 1" + I i ^ ) (- I £ ^ + I li> ) , 
m 3x2 n 3x° n 8x£ ™ 3x 3 
2 2 2 ~ ~ ~ 2 
(n +m )C3 -8v + a grad v • grad v + 2avV.v) 
? r i 2^ r l 9v 1 3v x2 9 2 r 1 3v , 1 3v . 2 
2n a (— —o" + — —=r) - 2m a (- — — r + ~ ^J 
v m ~ 2 11 ~~^> n ~ 2 m ~ :> 
3x 9x 3x 3x 
, , 1 9v 1 9v u 1 9 v 1 3v . 
- 4mna f— —-T + — r j l" — *r
 + — T) • vm ~~2 n rk~3-
/ n ~~2 m - ^ 3 ' 3x 3x 3x 3x 
grad v and V are the gradient and Laplacian operators 
•̂  1 ^ 2 i^3 
written in terms of x , x , and x ; i.e., 
grad v • grad v - ( ^ 2 • (i 2" + I 2\) 2 • (- I ^ + 
Si1 m 7? n as3 n Ti2 
— —T-J , and 
m 3? 
A2 3 2 V 1 3\> , 1 3v 1 3v . 1 3v .1 3\) 1 3v 
V V = —. -| 0 + — ;y (— =-r + — r j
 + — r C - T + — 
12 m ^ ^ 2 v > m f X ^ 2 n „ ~ 3
J n ^ 3 ^ m , ^ 2 n 3x 3x" 3x 3x 3x 3x 3x 
1 3v , l_3v + 1 3v , + 1 3v , 1_ 3v + 
n 3xZ n i? m I? m 3x3 n IF 
Our representation for the form of the physical stress i 
the regions of nonequilibrium for curvilineal motions of 
Coulomb granular materials is complete. 
CHAPTER IV 
SPECIAL FLOW PROBLEMS 
Flow Through a Channel 
A motion is a steady shearing flow if the velocity 
field has the form 
v<x> = 0, v<y> = v(x), v<z> = 0 (4.1) 
in a Cartesian coordinate system x,y,z. 
Figure 1. Channel Flov, 
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These flows are curvilineal with 
v2(x1) = v(x), v1 = v3 = 0, (4.2) 
and e-. = e~ = e~ = 1. Then 
k . (JL) V ^ )
1 e,2 • (v3)1 e,2 - (v^x))1 = ^ 0 . 
1 (4.3) 
For this problem we have the convenient simplification that 
b<i> and e<i> are equivalent. Additionally, we have m = 1 
and n = 0. 
It would be reasonable to assume that v = v(x,y) 
only. In this case continuity requires that 
j^k° + v • grad v = 0. (4.4) 
However, since 
v = v(x)j, (4.5) 
we have 
v W j • (§£ i • $ 2) - v(x) 0 . (4.6) 
Also, since 
V(X) tQ9 g: = 0. [4.7) 
This implies that v = v(x) only. 
Therefore our stress tensor T = Tp + T will be a 
function of x only. 
From the results of the previous chapter, we obtain 
the following representation for the stress tensor in the 
regions of nonequilibrium: 
d2v 
T = y 
0 dv(x) ~^5T 0 
dv(x) 
dx 0 0 
0 0 0 
+ (3 -3v2 + a ( ^ )
2 + 2av ^ ] o ax dxz 
-2a 
' d v . 2 
CTxj 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
(4.8] 
Recall that Cauchy's Equation for the balance of linear 
momentum is expressed in the form 
div T + y^b = yvx . (4.9] 
Let us consider only accelerationless motions. Then equating 
the right hand side of (4.9] to zero and inserting our 
representation for the stress gives 
^0 
2 
~ [B0 - 3v2 - a ( ^ ) 2 + 2av ^ ] + Yvbx = 0 (4.10) 
cix 
and 
U 1-Xi^l + avb = 0. C4.ll] 
dx" ^ 
Note that (4.10) contains only v. Our equations in v(x) 
and v have become partially uncoupled. We can now solve 
directly for v from (4.10). Differentiating, we obtain 
2 2 3 
0 0,dv 0 d v d v ~ d v d v n d v ^ , n 
-23v -j— - 2a T— — T + 2a -r— — T + 2av — T + yvb = 0. 
dx ax -, 2 dx , 2 , 3 ' x 
dx dx dx (4.12) Note that a nonlinear term has cancelled out. Factoring out 
a v and eliminating the case where v = 0, we have 
dfv Bd£ + ™ x = 0 . (4.13) 
, 3 a dx 2a ax 
The solution of this homogeneous equation with bx - 0 is 
v(x) = A cosh ]$- x + B sinh J- x + C. (4.14) 
o* ex 
2x Nondimensionalizing x, we have x = -yr, D being the channel 
width. Then 
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v(x) = A cosh Lx + B sinh Lx + C, (4.15) 
wnere 
P ,D 
L = J*- Cy) • (4.16) 
NOW we can solve for the particular solution bv letting 
v = Ex. (4.17) 




Now we define an angle 9 as shown in Figure 2} 
Figure 2. The Angle of Inclination 
so that b = g cos 4> and b = g sin 6. Then 
x y 
E = II £2|_i . (4.18) 
Therefore 
,, COS 6 - s A n n> 
v = M ^- x, (4.19) 
where 
M - ̂ f (y). C4.20) 
Therefore our complete solution for v(x) is 
v(x) = A cosh Lx + B sinh Lx + C + M £2|_A x. (4.21) 
Now we can solve for the velocity from (4.11). Integrating 
twice gives 
v(x) = — £ [(sin (b)Ĉ 7 c o s h L* + \ s i n h L* + I C*^ 
+ Dx + E + M cos^ sin^ -3] # [ 4 > 2 2 ] 
Nondimensionalizing the velocity then gives 
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" " ^ a D 7 A - B - 1 - 9 
v ( x ) = —s- (j)" [ ( s i n 4)) (—y cosh Lx + —^ s i n h Lx + j Cx") 
J_i Li 
T- c M c o s <b s i n 4> - 3 - , + Dx + h + M fj x ] . [ 4 . 2 3 ] 
We have obtained general expressions for v(x) and 
v(x] in the regions of nonequilibrium for the inclined 
channel gravity flow problems. The above results yield the 
same results as those obtained by Goodman and Cowin [1971, 1] 
for the special case of vertical flow. However, Goodman and 
Cowin assumed that a single plug of material in equilibrium 
would form in the center of the channel. It may be argued 
that other plug forms are possible, including a solution with 
•k 
regions of equilibrium occurring at the walls of the channel. 
Examples of other possibilities are given in Figure 3. 
\ / 
plugs 
Figure 3. Possible Motions of Granular Materials 
See Appendix C for a discussion on the nonuniqueness 
of solutions 
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Furthermore, there is no reason to assume that the distri-
bution of plugs will necessarily be symmetric about the 
centerline for inclined channel flow. 
Let us now consider the possible flow represented in 
Figure 3(a). We will leave the analysis in dimensional 
form to preserve clarity in the solution. 
V(x) 
Figure 4. Channel Flow with Central Noneauilibrium Region 
First we assume symmetry about the centerline. This requires 
that B = D = 0. Note that we assume adherence at the stationary 
channel walls. Since the velocity must then be zero through-
out the regions of equilibrium we have 
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v(x) = 0. (4.24) 
x = ±a 
We also have the yield condition for the transition from 
regions of equilibrium to nonequilibrium, which requires 
dv(x) 
= 0. (4.25) 
x = ±a 
Let us also assume that we are given the value of 
v(x) 
x = 0 
= v(0) (4.26) 
Finally, let L = /— for the purposes of the solution. 
The general form for the velocity field in the 
regions of nonequilibrium under the conditions of vertical 




[A cosh Lx + S — x2 + E] [4.27) 
Hence 
dv(x) _ "Yg rA 
dx y 
[— sinh Lx + Cx] (4.28) 





= 0 = £ [r sinh La + Ca] (4.29) 
x = ±a 
U LL 
yields the result that 
-A C = -T- sinh La. aL (4.30) 
Thus 
v(x) = —a. [—-r cosh Lx ^ r sinh La x + El 
aL 
(4.31) 
Now we have 
v(a) = 0 = A(iy cosh La - — T (sinh La) (a2)) + E, (4.32) 
so 
• 1 a 





 A r l sinh La^ , 2 2 v(x) = — - A[^- (cosh Lx + cosh La) + ( " T )(a -x^)].. 
~"V 
(4.34) 
Using (4.30) to reduce the general form of v(x), we 
have 
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f s . r , T sinh La, 




v(x) = v(0) = 
x=o 
A /-La-sinh La, 
^ La * (4.36) 
This yields us the solutions 
v ( x ) = v ( 0 ) [La cosh 1.x - sinh U ] , 
-a < x < a 
( 4 . 3 7 ) 
and 
V W = TTTT ulgl-slnh La) ^ fcosh L * " c o s h ^ + C ^ ^ ) ( a 2 . x 2 ) ] , 
-a < x < a. ( 4 . 3 8 ) 
In addition, we could specify that we are given the magnitude 
of the velocity at the centerline to obtain an equation to 
determine a for given values of y/g,v(0), and L. However, 
if we investigate the result obtained in (4.37), we find 
that there is no need to proceed any further, 
We notice an interesting result if we consider the 
When the parameter a appears in a sentence, we under-
score it to distinguish it from the words in the text. When 
it appears in an equation we write simply "a." 
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quantity La cosh Lx - sinh La, which is included in the 
bracketed term in (4.37). For x = 0, the term becomes 
La - sinh La, which must be less than zero because both L 
and a are assumed to be positive. For x = a, the term 
becomes La cosh La - sinh La, which is strictly positive. 
Thus the representation for v always experiences a sign 
change over the interval 0 < x < a, which is impossible 
because we have defined v so that 0 < v(x) < 1. Therefore 
flows of this type cannot exist. 
Steady Helical Flows 
A motion whose velocity field has the contravariant 
components 
vr =•  0, vZ = u(r), vG = w(r) (4.39) 
n A i 
in a cylindrical coordinate system x = r, x = z, x 
is a steady helical flow. This type of flow is curv 
with 
v (x ) = 0, v (x ) = u(r), v (x ) = w(r), 
e. = e =1» e 0 = e = 1 and e- = e^ = r. (4.40) 1 r * 2 z 3 0 ^ J 
For steady helical motions we have 
ilineal 
and 
k = Vfu 1) 2 + (rw1)2 , [4.41) 
m = u" u 
(u1)2 + (rw1)2 
(4.42) 
n = 
w r 1 w r 
(u1)2 + (rw 1^ 
(4.43) 







We can obtain some general results from the continuity 
equation before considering the problem directly. For steady 
helical motions, the continuity equation states that 
v • grad v = 0 (4.45) 
which becomes 
6 < -x 9 v , z f > 9 v n rv (D ^ + v (rj ^ = 0 (4.46) 
Suppose in general that v has a dependence on all three 
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position coordinates and that its solution may be expressed 
in a separable form, so that 
v(r,6,z) = R(r)9(9)Z(z). (4.47) 
If we put this into (4.46) and eliminate R, we have 
v (r)9' (e)Z(z) + Vz(r)9(e)Z'(z) = 0. [4.48) 
For v (r) + 0, 6(6) f 0 and Z(z) f 0 
vV)9'(9) _ -Z'(z) ._ M,2 
v^(r)6C9) TTzT 
(4.49) 
For solutions we have 
Z'(z) ± X Z(z) = 0, [4.50) 
or 
Z(z) = ae ±X
2z (4.51) 
Therefore in general, for v (r) f- 0 and vz(r) f 0, the z 
dependence of v must be of an exponential form, assuming that 
7\ 
Later considerations dictate that the separation 
parameters \2 and K 2 must both be real. 
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v = v(r,0,z). From (4.49), we must also have 
v9(r) _ ±A28(9) = 2 f4 2, 




2 vz(r), (4.55) 
and 
,2 
8(e) = Be(± i-- 9) . (4.54) 
Kl 
Therefore the 0 dependence of v is likewise of an exponential 
Q 7 
form, and v (r) and v (r) must satisfy (4.53). 
7 ft 
Now suppose v (r) = 0, v (r) t 0. Then returning 
to (4.46), we have ~ = 0. Therefore, if vz (r) E 0, then 
v = v(z,r) only. 
7. ft 
We may alternatively suppose that v (r) E 0, v (r) £ 0 
Then (4.46) implies that ^— = 0, so that v = v(9,r) only. 
We will assume that v = v(r,z) only for the problems 
z ? \) we attempt to solve. Then by (4.46), we have v -— = 0. 
o Z 
3 v Therefore, ̂ — = 0, and the assumption that v = v(r,z) 
a Z 
reduces to the requirement that v = v(r) only. Knowing that 
the velocity field and v are dependent only on r, we may 
conclude from the constitutive equation for Coulomb granular 
45 
materials that T = Tfr). The stress field in the regions of 
nonequilibrium will be given by 
T = Vi 
0 1 u 1 w r 








0 0 0 
0 0 0 
(4.55] 
We can put this stress relation into the dynamical equation 
to obtain the "modified" Navier-Stokes equation for steady 
helical incompressible motions of granular materials. Recall 
from (1.25) that the general form of the "modified" Navier-
Stokes equation is 
yvv = yvb - 23v grad \> + 2av grad(V^v) + y7 v. (4.56) 
If we specialize this to the case of steady helical motions, 
we have, writing v A - w*r to simplify the subsequent analysis, 
v, dv_ 
dr 
d A d dv, 
YV - = Y^b - 23v -~— + 2av -r— (— -r— (r -r-O) 
dr r ar ^ drv 
n u r l d f d(u )->! 
0 = yvb z + y [- ^ (r -^r
2-) ] » ai dy 
nd (4.57a,b,c) 
1 d dv, 0 - YvbQ + y [ - -J- (r ^ — ) 
r ar Si
7 
Special Cases of Steady Helical Motions 
I. Motion of granular materials between rotating 
concentric cylinders--exact and inexact, solutions 
fy 
Figure 5. Flow Between Rotating Concentric Cylinders 
We will first investigate the problem of the circular 
motion of a granular material between two horizontal concen-
tric cylinders. For motions of this type we have the 
condition that v" E 0. Hence equations (4.57 a,c) with the 
assumption that b = b = 0 are the two equations pertinent 
r y 
to this problem. Equations (4.57 a,c) are partly uncoupled, 
with only v appearing in (4.57c) and both variables occurring 
in (4.57a). We can solve for vA from (4.57c) and obtain the 
y 
solution of the homogeneous equation in v from (4.57a) by 
setting v = 0. The particular solution for v can then be 
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obtained by inserting our derived velocity expression into 
the right hand side of (4.57a), assuming an appropriate 
form for v and then solving for the coefficients. 
We know from the solution to this problem for a 
Navier-Stokes fluid that to obtain the velocity from (4.57c), 




vQ = Ar + - . (4.59) 
8 r ^ J 
Now we find the solution of the homogeneous equation 
in v. Setting v = 0 in (4.57a) and assuming b = 0, we 
have 
0 = V[i- (i p- - ^t) - ££i]. (4.60) 
Ldr lr dr -, lJ a arJ l J 
ar 
Eliminating the case v ~ 0 and integrating once with respect 
to r, we have 
v d v 1 dv 6 , rAti> 
K2 TT + r J? " a v" f4'61^ 
dr 
The homogeneous part of (4.61) is the modified Bessel's 
equation of order 0. Thus we obtain a solution of the form 
vu(r) = G.I (/̂  r) + C-K ( /^ r) . (4.62) 
H^ ^ 1 o ̂ Ja ' 2 o ̂ Va v 
Now assume v [r) = D and find from (4.61) that 
D = - | K2 = C3. (4.63) 
Therefore our solution of the homogeneous equation in v is 
v = ClVjH + C2 Ko ^ r > + C3- t4-64^ 
To find the particular solution for v from equation 
(4.57a), we put in our derived expression for V.. We have 
D 
- ^ ^ + 2 ^ F [ ^ ( , ^ ] = -YtA
2r + ̂ B + ̂  (4.65) 
Again we integrate once with respect to r: 
r 
2 2 2 
-2f5v + 2a ( i ̂  (r ^ ) ) = -Y [ M - - + 2ABln r - 5 ^ + C] . 
2rw 
(4.66) 
To find the particular solution of (4.66), assume that v 
has the form 
v = D + Er + Fr2 + GUn r. (4.67) 
v 
Putting this into the left hand side of (4.66), we get 
-23 (D + Er + Fr2 + Gin r) + 2a (- + 4F) 
2 2 
= -y [-** + 2AB£n r - ̂  + C] . (4.68) 
Z 2r 
Note that the —~- terms on the right hand side have cancelled. 
r 
This means that no particular solution for v may be assumed 
so that a nonzero —j term will appear on the left hand side 
r 
of (4.68). Therefore we can find no separable exact solu-
tions to the equations for which B f 0. The only separable 
exact solutions possible are those for which B = 0. This 
means that the only separable exact solutions which can be 
obtained for motions of granular materials between rotating 
concentric cylinders will be rigid body rotations, since 
v9 = Ar if B = 0. 
Let us obtain the exact solution, assuming B = 0. 
2 
If we equate r terms on both sides of (4.68), we obtain 
2 
F = ^ . (4.69) 
If we equate r terms, we have 
E = 0. (4.70) 
When we equate constant terms we get 
yc ayA' 
D ~ 2"6 T T C4.713 
Finally, if we equate in r terms, we find that 
I = 0. (4.72) 
Therefore the only separable exact solutions for regions of 
nonequilibrium for this type of flow are 
vD = Ar, (4.73) 
and 
v = r i ( J r) + C7K f £ r) * Ct + ^ L + 1 ^ 
1 o w a ^ 2 o -/a 4 z 43 
. (4.74) 
We have put C, = C, + X^ since both C~ and C are arbitrary 
constants of integration. 




= 0. (4.75) 
r=a 
However, notice that this implies the entire region must be 
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dvQ 
in equilibrium if any part is in equilibrium, since -r—- = 0 
implies that A = 0. Kence we can solve rigid body motions 
with an exact separable solution only if the entire region 
of granular material is in nonequilibrium. 
For inexact solutions to the classical Navier-Stokes 
y w 2 
equations, the inertia term is assumed to be negligible 
Let us make the same assumption here so that we can formulate 
inexact solutions to the equations for motions other than 
rigid body rotations. 
If we assume that the inertia term is negligible, 
then our solutions for v„ and v become 
v8 = Ar + f (4.76) 
and 
v = Cl Zo C j f r ) + C2 Ko ^jf ̂  + C4- C4-77^ 
Notice that the solutions are completely uncoupled, so that 
varying the coefficients of one of the solutions will not 
affect the other solution. 
We will next solve a problem for which we can obtain 
both an exact and an inexact solution so that we can compare 
the results for one particular case. 
Consider the case where there is no inner cylinder, 
and the outer cylinder which forms the boundary of the 
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granular material is rotating with angular velocity Q as in 
Figure 6. 
Figure 6. Flow in a Rotating Cylinder 
The velocitv will simply be v_ = Q,r, which is an exact 
d 1 
solution. Assume that we are given 
v(r) = v(0) and v(r) 
r=0 r=r 
v(rx) (4.78) 
Since v must be finite at the origin, C7 = 0, because K (z) 
becomes unbounded as z -> 0. Also, I (0) = 1. Then 




ya^1 C4 = v(0) - C1 2 
and 
2 




vCrj) - C1(I0 U^ r^-1) + v(0) + -jf- r ± \ (4.81) 
Y«i 2 
If we solve for C, and write out our final solution for v and 
v , we have 







v(r) = [v(r )-v(0) ±^_] [_̂ _̂  ] + v (0) + -^~ 
o<r<v1
 L 4'd I r/H- r.)-l 4t 
1 O V Q ly 
This is an exact solution. Now let us see what results 
we obtain from the inexact solution. We have 
v = Ar + | , (4.83) 
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with the conditions that V"Q(0)
 = 0 and. v (rj = ft,r.,. Thus 
we obtain vn (r) = Q., r as our velocity solution, which is 
identical to the velocity expression for the exact solution. 
Now we have 
v(r) = C,I (/- r) + C9K C/~ r) + C, ^ J 1 o KJQ. J 2 o ^Ja J 4 (4.84) 
as our inexact solution for v, under the conditions that 
v(r) := v (0) and v (r) 
r=o r-r. 
= v(r1) . (4.85) 
Again C7 = 0 because lim v(r) must be bounded. We impose 
Z r -> 0 
our first condition, so that 
v ( 0 ) = C1 + C ( 4 . 8 6 ) 
T h e r e f o r e 
v ( r ) = Cx ( I o (J± r ) - l ) + v ( 0 ) ( 4 . 8 7 ) 
Now 
Crp = C1 ( I 0 ( 7 | r x ) - l ) + v ( 0 ) , ( 4 . 8 8 ) 
0<r<r 1 
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Thus we find that 
I (]*• r)-l 
v(r) = [V(r)-v(0) ][-£—£ ] 
°<r<Tl I (f r,)-l 
o J a 1 
v(0) (4.89) 
is our solution for the inexact case. 




o ^Ja 1J 
term is smaller in the exact theory by an amount equal to 
7 ? 
Yfi/r-
j75 , and that the exact solution has a dependence 
2 
proportional to r not present in the inexact solution. 
The key difference in the two solutions is that the exact 
solution for v is dependent on the square of the magnitude 
of Q-, , whereas the inexact solution yields the same function 
for v independent of the angular velocity. We expect that 
the inexact solution will be close to the exact solution 
only for small angular velocities. For such cases, the 
terms depending on the angular velocity which are present in 
the exact solution are negligible. In Figure 7, we have 
plotted v for the following set of constants: vTO) = .25, 
2 
sec b Y 
v (1) = .75, ~ = 1, ~-= 2 -° ̂  ̂  j , r, = 1 , v1 = v inexact and H ft 
C< 
0 .1 .2 .3 4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
Figure 7• nexact Solution For Cylinder 
low 
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v> = v ^ . The inexact solution (which is independent of 
E exact 
ft-.) is plotted, and the exact solution is plotted for two 
different angular velocities. From this graph we see that 
the inexact solution is indeed close to the exact solution 
for ftn = 1 ^ L but that for Q, = 5 Hi* the results are no 1 sec1 1 sec 
longer similar. V/e will use the fact that the results are 
verv similar for a small .Q, in this case as justification 
1 
for our consideration of another problem using the inexact 
solution where the magnitudes of tiie angular velocities of 
the cylinders are small. 
Bearing in mind this restriction on the validity of 
our solution, we consider the problem of flow between 
concentric cylinders, as shown in Figure 8. 
Figure 8. Flow Between Slowly Rotating Concentric Cylinders 
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We have a region of equilibrium surrounding the inner 
cylinder out to a radius a. The region of nonequilibrium is 
defined to be over the interval a < r < r,. The boundary 
conditions on the velocity are 
Va) = V o ' ve(ri} = niri an' 
dvQ(r) 
^F 
= 0. (4.90) 
r = a 
The boundary conditions on v are 
v(r) = v(a) and v(r) 
r = a r = r. 
= v(r1) (4.91) 
Let L = P r. . 
The fact that we use the value of v at r = a as a 
boundary condition on v means that a must first be determined 
from the velocity and yield conditions before measurements 
determining v (a) can be taken. Since the solutions for vn 
6 
and v are completely uncoupled in the inexact solution, this 
requirement poses no special problems. 
We first solve for vQ. The general solution must be 
of the form 
v6 a A r + r ' (4.92) 
so 
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which gives us 
v 9 ( r ) = Ar + 
Cn1-A)r1 




= ft r o o = Aa + 
'ft, - A ) r . 
1 J i ( 4 , 9 6 ) 
so t h a t 
A = 




a - r 
Thus the solution for v^(r) is 
(4.97) 
v Q(r) = 
2 
ft r a-ft,, r, 
r ° o 1 I l r 
I. 2 2 ~ jr 
a - r, 
ft. a ̂  - ft r a r, 
r 1 oo-, 1 L 2 2"J ~Y 
a - r-, 
(4.98) 
We must now apply the yield condition to determine a 
We have 
d v Q ( r ) 2 2 r 
o o l i ^ 1 o o J 2 
r = a a 
d r 
[ 4 . 9 9 ] 
We can reduce this to a quadratic equation in a by an 
algebraic manipulation and by factoring out an a. We get 
al,2 " S 1 <rl ± ^ > 7 r l 2 - n 0 V > -
 C4-100) 
' 0 0 1 ̂  
2 2 2 2 Then ftn rn > ft r must be a restriction on the types o£ 1 1 o o r 
permissible solutions, because the radical must be real. 
This condition may be rewritten as 
-±j -±j > 1. (4.101) 
ft L r z o o 
Thus the solution for a is of the form 
a1>2 = N(rx ± e), (4.102) 
where N > 1 and £ > 0. This means that the choice 
a. = N(r-.+e) is physically unrealistic, since it yields a 
value for a that is greater than i~ , the radius of the outer 
cylinder. So we must have a0 = N(r,-e), and a0 must be 
greater than r , the radius of the inner cylinder. This 
condition can be written as 
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r 1 ^ i 1 / 2 ? 2 7 
L r ^ ^ J v 1 ft.,J 1 1 o o ^ o 
o o r̂  
(4.103) 
We can rewrite this as 
1 L 2 2 
r l " Q 7 / l r l 
2n 
9 9 r ft 
0 2 z 0 0 
Q r > 
uo o r-. Q-, 
( 4 . 1 0 4 ) 
o r 
r i 2 f 2 i 
r ft 
o o . 2 ^ 0 2 2 n 2 2 
) > & , ! * ! - ft r 
y 1 1 0 0 
(4.105) 
Squaring out the term on the left hand side of (4.105) and 
simplifying gives 




as our second restriction on the solution. Therefore we 




F ~ ~ ^ 1 ft. r i 0 0 1 -J 
1 L 2 2 n 2 2 , r-, - ^— /ft. r , - Po r ) 
0 0 
( 4 . 1 0 7 ) 
is the solution for a under the two restrictions that 
n 2 2 2 
ft-, r, r. 
~^y—-y > 1 and C-^r + lift > 2fi,. 
n 2 2
 v ^ ' o 1 
ft r r, 
o c 1 
(4.108) 
Page missing from thesis 
which yields 
K (L)v(a)-K (L 5L_)v(rJ I (L — ) K (L)-I (L)K (L ^-) 
o^ J K J oK r^ K 1J o^ r-.J oK J oK J o v r n J 
v(r) = [ 1—~ ][ i r- n n ±-\ 
K0(DIo(L f-)-Ko(L |-)Io(L)
 K o ^ 
K Q ( L I-) 
+ ^ ° K (L) (
4-114> o v 
as the solution for v to within an arbitrary constant. 
Consider a boundary value problem of this type, for which 
we take 
rQ = 1.8 ft, r1 = 2.0 ft, 
n = 1 lii, o = .904 ^ (4.115] 
o sec5 1 sec *• J 
Let us see if this satisfies the restrictions. We have 
tr ~- = (-^)(f4) = 1-004 > 1. (4.116) 
o o 
so the first restriction is satisfied. Also, 
2 
C-^ + i)n0 = [Cj^)
2 + i] CD = 1.81 (4.117) 
ri 
and 29,1 = 2(.904) = 1.808 < 1.81, so the second restriction 
is satisfied as well. If we solve for a, we find that 
a = 1.82 ft. (4.118) 
The functional representations for v and v for this specific 
boundary value problem turn out to be 
v0(r) = (.4945 r + - ^ O f~r> 1.82 < r < 2; (4.119) 
and 
v(r) = 1.588 [IQ (f) - 3.007 K Q (|)] + 1.78 KQ (|), 
1.82 < r < 2; 
where we use the values v (a) = .5, v (r-,) = .75, and L = 1, 
and r is given in feet. We have plotted the velocity profile 
and volume distribution profile for this problem in Figure 
9. The velocity varies within the narrow range 1.8 < v (r) < 
1.808 . The curve representing the volume distribution 
sec x ° 
function is nearly linear in this case throughout the region 
of nonequilibrium. 
II. Longitudinal motion of granular materials between 
concentric vertical cylinders 










isrure 9. Velocity and Volume L l s t r i b u t i c n Frof i l es 
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Figure 10. Longitudinal Motion Between Concentric 
Vertical Cylinders 
vr = 0, v" = v"(r)5 and v = 0 ; also v = v(r) . (4.120) 
We assume that the cylinders are vertical, so that b„ = g. 
The equations whicli govern this type of motion are (4.57a,b). 
Using our restrictions on the possible motions given by 
(4.120), these equations become 
r n r d , - l d , d v s . . 
v { 2 a t a 7 t? a? ( r a?^ ] 
and 
after simplification, where v 
dv 
dT 
2 E ^ } = 0 
u f ( r ) 
r l d f v
2 , ! 
U [ - 7A~ ( r -j—) j + y v r d: 
= 0 
4 . 1 2 1 a , b 
Again, the equations become partly uncoupled. We can 
solve for v from (4.121 a). We obtain the homogeneous 
equation in V2 from (4.121 b) by putting v = 0. Part of 
our solution for V is determined by solving this homogeneous 
equation. Finally, if we insert our expression for v into 
(4.121 b), we get the particular solution for v by assuming 
an appropriate form. 
First we discard the case v = 0 and integrate (4.121 a] 
with respect to r, which gives us 
C l - - | v + i [ g + r ^ ] . (4.122) 
dr 
The homogeneous equation obtained by setting C, = 0 is the 
modified Bessel's equation of order 0. Our particular 
solution will be an arbitrary constant. So 
v(r) = A I (/5 r) + B K (/£ r) + C. (4.123) v. J 0 vj a J o
w a v J 
We obtain the solution to the homogeneous equation 
determined from (4.121 b) by setting v = 0. Then we have 
i g ! + ^ 4 = 0 . C4.120 
dr 
j z 
I f we l e t w = - j ^ - , t h e n ( 4 . 1 2 4 ) becomes 
cir 
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dw w _ n 
- j — + — - U 
dr r 
(4.125) 
The s o l u t i o n i s 
w = 
D ( 4 . 1 2 6 ) 
Then 
v ' = BiiiT + E . 
n 
( 4 . 1 2 7 ) 
To find the particular solution for v , we put our 
derived expression for v into (4.121b) and rewrite to obtain 
•Y f f 
—* (AI fLr) + BK (Lr) + C) 
]i ^ 0 * O v 
d2vz 1 dvz 
dr" 
7 + - dF~ ' (4.128) 
where L = /£- . We trv v = FI fLr) + GK (Lr) + Hr" as the Ja ' o * J oK J 
particular solution . Note that we have 
d_ , dyj\ = dyj^ 
dr dr ctr + r 
,2 z d v 
— z 
dr 
rL"(FI (Lr) GK (Lr)") o '̂ 4 Hr. 
(4.129) 
We therefore obtain 
I ^_ (r |X_) = FL
2I (Lr) + GL2K (Lr) + 4H. 
r dr dr ' oK J oK J 
(4.130) 
Page missing from thesis 
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This is an exact solution. 
Let us investigate possible Poiseuille flows, which 
are longitudinal motions down a single vertical pipe which we 
assume to have a constant circular cross section as in 
Figure 11. 
>g 
Figure 11. Poiseuille Flow 
Recall that for the case of vertical channel flow 
we showed that there are no symmetric solutions with a 
central region of nonequilibriun. Let us see if we can 
obtain the same result in the case of Poiseuille flow. 
Figure 12 indicates the form of the symmetric solution for 
Poiseuille flow. 
Figure 12. Poiseuille Flow with Central 
Nonequilibrium Region 
We can use the general results for v and v obtained 
in (4.123) and (4.135). For this problem, since v and v 
must be bounded at r = 0, we must have B = D = 0 because In r 
and K (Lr) become unbounded as r approaches zero. For our o 
other boundary conditions, we have - — A — = 0, v-(a) = 0, 
r = a 
v(r) = v (a), and v"(r) 
r = a •=0 
= v^(0). The last condition 
allows us to determine the value of a for a given centerline 
velocity. Setting B = 0 in (4.135) and taking the deriva-
tive with respect to r gives 
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so 
rT 2 -ALI., (La) 
CJt-—i • (4-137) 
Then our velocity function becomes 
z Ye LI (La) 
vz(r) = E - - ^ A(IQ(Lr) - _ ± - r
Z) . (4.138) 
uL 
Now imposing the condition that vz (a) = 0, we get 
-Y A LI. (La)a^ 
0 = — ^ (I(La) ^ - ) + E, (4.139) 
UL 
which determines the constant E. 
Using (4.137) to reduce our expression for v and 
setting B = 0 gives 
4 LI (La) 
v(r) = A(I (Lr) - \ (—i- )}. (4.140) 
o L,- â 
Now 
v(r)| == v(a) = A(I (La) - lr- (I (La))}, (4.141) 
r=a ° aL l 
so that 
A = iLvg^^UaJ- • ^4-142) 
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Thus the equation for v becomes 
aLI (Lr) - 21 fLa) 
-CD = v(a) [ T ^ L a ) . nTTEar
1 ' (4*143) 
Our arguments to show that such a motion is impossible 
are analogous to those made in the case of vertical channel 
flow. Considering the term aLI (Lr) - 21.. (La) from (4.143), 
we know that at r = 0 this term becomes aL - 21, (La). We 
can show that aL - 21.. (La) must be less than zero for 
positive aL. First we note that I (x) and I,(x) are positive 
functions which increase monotonically as x -> °°. We may 
express I (x) by the following series expansion: 
(X_)2k + n 
:[n« = klQ (kljlk+n-JT > (4.144) 
where n is an integer. This expansion is valid for all real 
x. Hence 
oo C ^ 2 k + 1 
h w - kfo ( k » ) c k + i r r • (
4-145^ 
As x + 0, I±M + j - (4.146) 
Then x - 21'1(x) •+ 0 as x •> 0. (4.147) 
*See Lebedev [1972, 1] , p. 136 
For x > 0, x - 2I1Cx) < 0, (4.148) 
since I1(x) > j from (4.145). Thus for aL > 0, 
aL - 2I1(La) < 0. (4.149) 
At r = a, aL I (Lr) - 2 I^La) = aL I (La) - 2 I ^ L a ) . If 
we can show that x I (x) - 21,(x) > 0 for x > 0, we will 
have shown that the term aL I (Lr) - 2 1.. (La) experiences 
a sign change in the interval 0 < r < a, which is an 
impossibility because v is defined so that 0 <_ v <_ 1. We 
have 
- x ( | ) 2 k 
xl (x) = I — ^ - — > (4.150) 
0 k=o (k!T 
but 
"C^ 2 k + 1 - x(*)2k 
2 I i ( l ) = VL W T I ^ T T T = VL WTTTFTTT • C4.XS1) 
Hence 
m x̂_. 2 k 
xl (x) - 21 (x) - Z ^4, [£r - J^TT] > 0 (4.152) 
k=o 
for all x > 0, so the motion is impossible, which we expected 
from our previous result for vertical channel flow. 
CHAPTER V 
A NONVISCOMETRIC PROBLEM 
The General Form of the Solution 
We have investigated a number of curvilineal motions. 
Now let us consider a motion that is neither curvilineal nor, 
more generally, viscometric. We shall call this motion 
torsional flow. This flow is curvilineal as it is normally 
defined. However, we allow here for a dependence of the 
velocity field on r, so that there is no basis b - for which 
M can be written in the form required for viscometric motions. 
Since every curvilineal flow is viscometric, this prohibits 
the motion as we have defined it to be curvilineal as well. 
Torsional flow occurs within a region bounded by a 
vertical cylinder and two rotating horizontal circular plates, 
as shown in Figure 13, 
Figure 13. Torsional Flow 
The ve loc i ty f i e ld for t h i s problem takes the form 
Vz = ° ' V6 = V r ' z ) ' ^nd Vr
 = ° (5-1] 
Since the equation of continuity in this case reduces to 
ve He = °- we have 
v = v(r,z) only. (5.2) 
The "modified" Navier-Stokes equations for this problem are 
Y V 8 _ 90 9v , 9 v r9 , 1 3 , 3v-s 3 v, n 
—"7 "2*v 37 2av [37 (7 37 (r 373 + -T7)]' 
a Z 
3V. 32V„ V, 
0 = ]i[i |- (r ̂ -i) + — ^ - - -QT], (5.3a,b,c) r 3r ^ 3r J 2 2-
dZ T 
2 
and -Yvg - -2gv ^ - 2av [^ (? ^ (r — ] ' — ? ] • 
a Z 
Now we proceed with the solution to the above equations. 
Notice that equations (5.3b) and (5.3c) have completely 
uncoupled. Hence we can solve for V. from (5.3b), assuming 
y 
the separable form 
VQ = 4(r)^(z). (5.4) 
If we put this separable form into equation (5.3b), we have 
= ± h O*1 (r^(z» + ^Cr)/'(z) - ^ ( r )f ( z ) . (5.5) 
This becomes 
0 = | U ' ( r ) ^ ( z ) + n " ( r ) | ( z ) ) + 4( r )^"(z) - K r ) f ( z ) . 
( 5 . 6 ) 
Regrouping terms gives 
0 = (4"(T) + i - i l i - ^ f i ) ^ ( z ) + * ( r ^ " ( z ) . (5.7) 
Dividing through by i(r)#(z) and assuming ^(r) ̂  0 and 
^(z) ^ 0 yields 
[U"(r) + *lill - M|i)/*(r)] = - [^"(z)/^(z)] = -k?(5.8) 
By standard arguments we introduce the separation parameter 
-k and break our solution into the following two equations: 
/"(z) - k2^(z) = 0, (5.9) 
and 
i"(r) + ^ ^ + (k2 - ̂ ^ ( r ) = 0 . (5.10) 
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For the solution to (5.9) we have 
^(z) = E sinh kz + F cosh kz. (5.11) 
The solution to (5.10) is 
*(r) = GJ1(kr) + HY^kr). (5.12) 
Thus we have obtained a solution for V. which is dependent 
o 
on both r and z. 
Now we let 
v(r,z) = R(r)Z(z). (5.15) 
Then equation (5.3c) becomes 
-Yg = -3R(r)Z'(z) + a 1^ [I |_ (rZ(z)R'(r) + R(r)Z"(z))] 
(5.14) 
after assuming v f 0 and dividing through by v. We may 
rewrite this as 
0 = -gR(r)Z'(z) + a |y [Z(z) i (R'(r) + rR"(r)) + R(r)Z"(z)], 
(5.15) 
where we now solve for the solution to the homogeneous equa-
tion in v by setting g = 0. Carrying out the differentiation 
gives 
0 = -BR(r)Zf (z) + ct[(R"(r) + | Rf (r))Zf (z) + R(r)Z"f (z)] 
(5.16) 
as our equation. If we regroup terms in (5.16) we get 
0 = Z'(z)[-BR(r) + a(R"(r) + - R'(r))] + aR(r)Z"' (z) . (5.17) 
Now we divide through by R(r)Z(z), assuming R(r) f 0 and 
Z(z) f 0. Then we can introduce the separation parameter 
2 
X and rewrite (5.17) as 
R"(r) + - R» (r) TTt r ^ 9 
t B - a < R T ^ T ) ] = Tilr = x • ( 5 a s ) 
We obtain the following two equations for the determination 
of R(r) and Z(z): 
2 
R"(r) ^ R ' ( r ) * - C^-)R(r) = 0 (5.19) 
and 
A2 
z- (z) - £- Z'(z) = 0. (5.20) 
The solutions to these two equations are 
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R(r) = SI C/^A_ r) + TK ( ^ 1 r) (5.21) 
^ J o ^J a J o K\ a 
and 
Z(z) = A sinh -^ z + B cosh -— z + c. (5.22) 
/a /a 
Writing out fully our solutions for V and v, we have obtained 
V, 
and 
(r,z) = (J1(Kr) + HY1(Kr))(E sinh Kz + F cosh Kz) (5.23a) 
vH(r,z) = d 0 ( . / ^ - r) + GKQ (/̂ A_ r ) ) ( L s i n h _A z 
/a 
+ M cosh — z + N) (5.23b) 
/a 
from equations (5.3 b,c). The solution vH is the solution 
to the homogeneous equation in v. To obtain the particular 
solution to (5.14), we try v = Dz. Then we obtain 
XT 
yg = -3D, or D = ̂ f . (5.24) 
Thus the complete expression for v is 
* 
We have combined and rewritten our constants to 
indicate the correct number of arbitrary constants occurring 
in our solutions for Vfi and v„. 
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v(r,z) = (I (/ill- r) + GK ( / ^ - r)) (L sinh — z 
VOL 
Y 
+ M cosh -2- z + N) + -§ z. (5.25) 
However, the solutions obtained from (5.3b,c) must 
also satisfy the coupled equation (5.3a). If we put our 
solutions for V\ and v into (5.3a), we find that our results 
are incompatible. There are no choices of coefficients for 
the two functions V_ and v determined from (5.3b,c) such 
that (5.3a) is satisfied. 
Once again we are forced to consider an inexact 
-yvV 2 
solution by neglecting the inertia term — in (5.3a). 
If we do so, then (5.3a) becomes 
0 - B£*a[f_(L!_ (r£) + 4 l - (5-26) 
dZ 
Let us see if we can satisfy (5.26) with our solution 
from (5.3c) by making a suitable choice of coefficients. 
We have 
rp. = (/§IZK..ri f j E r) . GrK C/BZA1 r)) (L sinh _A z + ' 
8r ^J a J K l w a J 1 ^ J a JJK ,— 
va 




I 1_ (r iYj = 
r 3r l 3rJ 
- (£-li)(I (/^_ r ) + GK (/-Ŝ - rl) ^ a J y o vi a J o v / a ^ 




If we differentiate this expression with respect to r, we 
obtain 
h Ik lr ^ I?" = C ^ ) 3 / 2 d i C / ^ r) + GK, (/̂ l r)) 




= (—)(I (/—— r) + GK ( f e^ - r))(L sinh -^ z + 
9z 2 a o V a o V a /a 




9_ r3 v, 
9r 8z2) " 
^ ( / ^ - H M / ^ r) + GK, (/siAir)) a J a I J a a 
(L sinh — z + M cosh — z). (5.31) 
'a /a 
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E q u a t i o n ( 5 . 2 6 ) h a s become 
0 = ( - S H - y - ^ A l ( i x ( J ^ . r ) + GK]_ ( y ^ _ r ) ) ( L s i n h 4 z + 
M cosh - ^ z + N)] ( 5 . 3 2 ) 
/ a 
2 2 / 2 
+ a [ ( ^ — ) ( 7 ^ - 0 ( L s i n h - ^ z + M cosh — z ) ] 
VOL /a 
f I i cJ^r~ r) + GKi ( A r ~ r ) ) -
We can s e e i m m e d i a t e l y t h a t we must c h o o s e N = 0 t o s a t i s f y 
2 
( 5 . 3 2 ) . We f u r t h e r d i s c o v e r t h a t we must have 0 = 2 3 - 2A , 
which i m p l i e s t h a t 
X = /S • ( 5 . 3 3 ) 
If we put this choice of A back into our solution for v we 
must set G = 0. Otherwise, part of the expression becomes 
unbounded. We obtain 
v(r,z) = (Io(0))(L sinh /f z + M cosh j % z) + -| z. (5.34) 
Notice the interesting result that the dependence of v on 
r has disappeared. 
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A Specific Boundary Value Problem 
If we attempt to formulate a specific torsional 
problem of this type, we discover that the form of the problem 
considered must be similar to Figure 14. 
Figure 14. Required Form of the Torsional Flow 
We must have the region of equilibrium in the center of the 
cylinder, because the region of equilibrium can only satisfy 
the adherence condition at the stationary points on the discs, 
which are located at their origins. If the region of 
equilibrium were to come into contact with any other part 
of the discs, its velocity profile would have to vary 
linearly in r. This is impossible because the velocity is 
defined to be constant throughout the regions of equilibrium. 
The radius at which yielding occurs can in general be any 
function of z which satisfies the conditions a(0) = a(d) = 0. 
The only case we consider is that for which a(z) = 0. This 
implies that the entire volume of granular material contained 
between the cylinder and the discs is a region of nonequilib-
rium. The boundary conditions we apply to the problem are: 
lim V (r,z) is finite; V (0,r) = Q r, 0 < r < R; (5.35a,b, 
r-o y 9 o - - c,d,e,f,g) 
V0(d,r) = n1r, 0 <_ r < R; VQ(r,R) = 0 , 0 * z <- d; 
v(z) = v(0) and v(z) 
z = 0 z = d 
= v(d). 
To solve this problem, we make use of the fact that 
our equations under the assumption of negligible inertia are 
linear and homogeneous. Assuming the necessary convergence, 
a solution of (5.3b) may be expressed in the form 
V0(r,z) = Z
 Ji^ k n
r ) ( En s i n h k n Z + Fn c o s h kn z }> (5.36) 
n=o 
where the k are parameters to be determined by the boundary 
n r ; 
condition (5.35c). 
Notice that along the outer edges of the discs the 
conditions of adherence lead to contradictory requirements 
on the velocity field. On the one hand, if we consider the 
granular material that is in contact with the surface of the 
upper disc, to prevent slipping it must have velocity 
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VQ = -̂.R at r = R. On the other hand, granular material in 
contact with the surface of the stationary cylinder must be 
stationary, including the material which is in contact at 
r = R, z = 0 and z = d. Obviously, both sets of conditions 
cannot be satisfied at once. We could attempt to correct 
this deficiency by talcing away the cylinder and assuming a 
constant hydrostatic atmospheric pressure acting on the 
material between the two discs. Here we assume that if we put 
the discs close together the material will stay in the gap 
between the discs. (See Lodge [1964, 1], p. 198, for a 
discussion of this point.) However, this assumption leads 
to other difficulties in that the surface in contact with the 
air will not in general be cylindrical, so that the condition 
the stress must satisfy is highly complicated. We choose to 
retain our boundary condition as stated despite its contra-
dictory nature. In doing so, we argue that the velocity 
profile for the granular material at z = 0 or at z = d will 
be as shown in Figure 15. 
The velocity profile should retain its linear form 
until it nears the cylindrical wall. Then it will probably 
taper down in some unknown fashion until it becomes zero 
again at the wall. Notice that one or both of the no-slip 
conditions must be violated. The velocity under these 
conditions may be unsteady. However, whatever form it may 
take, we assume that its deviation from the ideal form shown 
in Figure 15 is small enough so that our boundary conditions 
Figure 15. The Assumed Velocitv Profile 
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as given will yield reasonably good results. It is not known 
whether this assumption is justified. If this procedure 
yields results that are close to those obtained from experi-
ment, then it would appear that our assumptions are valid. 
Discrepancies between results obtained here and experimental 
results may arise from one of the following three factors: 
(1) second order effects are important for the type of 
granular material used in the experiment, so that the linear 
theory is insufficient to describe the motion, (2) the 
inertia term is too large to be neglected, and (3) the 
deviation of the velocity profile near the corners between 
the cylinder wall and disc edge from the ideal case is large 
enough to render our boundary conditions invalid. We proceed 
with the solution, bearing in mind these possible pitfalls. 
First we have 
CO 
V Q ( z ,R) = 0 = £ J , ( k R)(E s i n h k z + F cosh k z) . ( 5 . 3 7 ) Q v ' J l ^ n - n n n n y v J 
n=o 
T h e r e f o r e 
J-. (k R) = 0, or k R = x , ( 5 , 3 8 a , b 
1^ n J ' n in' v ' ' 
* 
where x are the zeroes of Jn (z). Now we must have 
m 1 J 
* 
Since J]_(0J = 0, we have X]_Q = 0. However, we must 
discard this zero of J]_, since we are seeking nontrivial 
eigenfunctions. Henceforth we sum from n = 1 to n = °°. 
m V e CO,r) - n r = I J± ( - R ^ r ) F 
n= l 
( 5 . 3 9 ) 
Us ing t h e s t a n d a r d a r g u m e n t s and o r t h o g o n a l i t y c o n d i t i o n s 
f o r B e s s e l f u n c t i o n s as o u t l i n e d i n L e b e d e v , [ 1 9 7 2 , 1] 





ft r J- fx —1 dr o 1 v nn n^ 





( 5 . 4 1 ) 
Then 
2RJft x 
F = m 
o 
' im 
R 2 x 3 J 2 ( x ) o im 2 ^ HIT 
/ y - J ^ y D d y ( 5 . 4 2 ) 
We can u se t h e i d e n t i t y 
y J j f y ) ay [Aw ( 5 . 4 3 ) 
to o b t a i n 
2Rft 
m :im J 2 ( x i m 3 
Iy%(y)] 
X 
' 1 1 




F = ^ - V r • ( 5 . 4 5 ] 
m x J\ Tx J v J 
im 2 v im ; 
Now we must have 
V Q ( d , r ) = flnr = E J - ( k r ) ( E s i n h k d + F cosh k d ) . ( 5 . 4 6 ) 9^ ' ; 1 n 1 ^ n ^ n n n n ^ ^
 J 
n=l 
Again we use the standard arguments to show that 
x d x d 2Q-, R 0 
^ . - u ^ i m . „ i, /• im % 1 r 2 - r r r . j 
Em s i n h C—R-5 + Fm c o s h C—IT> = ^ 7 - 7 7 7 ' r J l ( x i m R^dr 
R J2 (xim) o 
(5.47) 
By a similar substitution as for our previous boundary 
condition, we can show that 
2^ R ? 2RQ. 
? 2, , ' r V x i m ^
d r " x J? (x j • ^
5-48^ 
R J0 (x J o im 2 m 
2 v im 
Finally we have 
x 
2R(fi -UQ cosh (-̂  d)) 
E m= L_° « _ . (5.49) 
xim J2 (xim)sinh (-IT d] 





*, F — ^ - T F - T " i H r t̂Cfij-a,, cosh ( ^ d)) 
= 1 m 2 ^ in' 
n sinh C-^~ z) 
_ 
. , r mcu smh C—JT—) 
+ n0 cosh (-£* z)]}. (5.50) 
Earlier we found that the general form for v in 
torsional flow is 
v(z) = A sinh p z + B cosh /- z + -^ z. 
JQL Ja 8 
(5.51) 
If we apply one of our boundary conditions, we have 
v(z) - v (0) = B. (5,52) 
z = o 
If we apply the second boundary condition, we obtain 
• — i — Y 
v(z)| = v(d) -- A sinh /£- d + v(0) cosh /£ d + --̂ ^ d.(5.53) 
z=d ^ a 7a 3 ' ' 
Thus the solution for x> is 









sinh (/£ d)cosh /I z] 
- cosh (/̂  d))sinh (/̂  z) + 
7 a va 
+ — 2 _ (5.54) 
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The stress in the regions of nonequilibrium for this 
problem is given by 
T = (B -Bv* + a ( £ 3 
2 
2 . f dvx 2 ^ - d' vN 











1 0 0 
0 1 0 - 2a 
0 0 1 
3 VB 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 ( ^ 2 
(5.55) 
Since VQ and v are now known, the stress tensor can be 
O 
calculated from the above. Note that in general T is the 
to rz 
only stress component that is zero. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
We have considered the problem of the motion of 
granular materials as represented by the linear constitutive 
equations. General results valid for all viscometric and 
curvilineal motions of granular materials have been obtained. 
We have considered several specific boundary value problems 
of curvilineal motions. In some cases, exact solutions were 
obtained. For several of the flows considered we were forced 
to assume that the inertia term appearing in the "modified" 
Navier-Stokes equations is negligible to obtain an inexact 
solution. 
Several observations may be made at this point. We 
showed for both vertical channel flow and Poiseuille flow 
that symmetric motions with central regions of nonequilibrium 
are impossible. There is no obvious physical reason to 
reject such motions. However, we find that the boundary 
conditions cannot be physically satisfied by Coulomb granular 
materials . 
We have found that, in general, by making certain 
assumptions about the spatial dependence of v and v, we are 
able to reduce the system of partial differential equations 
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describing the motions of the grains in the regions of 
nonequilibrium to a set of ordinary differential equations. 
Some of the resulting equations are uncoupled, but in 
several instances there is at least one coupled equation we 
must contend with. This coupling in some instances prevents 
us from obtaining exact solutions. For these cases, we find 
no exact solutions and we proceed to obtain inexact solutions. 
We argue that under the proper restrictions an inexact 
solution is preferable to no solution. We must be cautious 
in our application of these inexact solutions, for as we 
showed in Figure 7 of Chapter IV, the inexact and exact 
solution are not similar for large angular velocities in the 
case of flow between rotating concentric cylinders. In a 
positive light, Figure 7 also shows that the inexact solution 
yields results close to the exact case for "slow" flows. We 
can with some degree of confidence extend this argument to 
include our other inexact solutions . 
In our investigation of torsional flow, we have found 
a difficulty in matching no-slip boundary conditions at the 
edges of the disc. The no-slip condition cannot be valid 
for this problem because it leads to mutually contradictory 
requirements on the velocity field at the edges of the discs. 
We have made our own assumptions regarding the velocity 
profiles near the edges of the discs as shown in Figure 16 
of Chapter V. The accuracy of our result depends to some 
extent on the validity of this assumption. 
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Finally, we have determined conditions for the steady 
universal motions of Coulomb granular materials. It is 
found that steady universal motions of Navier-Stokes fluids 
can also be steady universal solutions in the case of the 
motions of Coulomb granular materials if two additional 
partial differential equations which are coupled between v 
and v are satisfied. The types of universal solutions 
obtained in the case of Navier-Stokes fluids have been 
investigated by Marris [1971, 2], [1972, 3], and [1975, 2]. 
Imposing two additional conditions on the velocity field 
reduces the variety of possible solutions even further in 
the case of granular materials. 
Recommendations 
The theory proposed by Goodman and Cowin introduces 
several material parameters to describe the behavior of 
granular materials. These parameters can in general be 
determined for particular granular materials by experiment. 
No specific technique is proposed for determining these 
parameters. However, since universal motions of granular 
materials are flows which are independent of the material 
properties as represented in the "modified" Navier-Stokes 
equations, they should be valuable for obtaining accurate 
measurements of the material properties. 
We have determined the analytical solutions (both 
•k 
See Appendix A. 
exact and inexact) to a number of boundary value flow problems 
based on the theory proposed by Goodman and Cowin. Some of 
the flows considered in this work should be reproducible 
experimentally. The validity of the theory and of the 
assumptions made in the cases for which we obtained only 
inexact solutions can thus be tested by experiment. 
In this work we have considered only steady motions of 
Coulomb granular materials. Mo unsteady solutions have been 
obtained using the theory of Goodman and Cowin. Unsteady 
solutions would be valuable in predicting the motion occurring 
after a distributed volume is released from some initial 
static configuration for various specific types of boundary 
value problems. 
The mathematical methods available for the solutions 
of the types of problems considered in this work are some-
what limited at the present time. Other techniques need to 
be devised before exact solutions to many of the viscometrie 
motions can be found. Unfortunately, there are a large 
number of flow problems which fall into this category of 
problems whose exact solutions have not yet been obtained. 
This is true for the case of granular materials as well as 
for other new continuum models for various types of materials, 
"h 
including simple fluids. Until other means are at our 
disposal for obtaining the exact solutions, we must be content 
*See Truesdell, C. and W. Noll [1965, 1, §§ 111-115] 
for a survey of special flow problems of simple fluids for 
which both exact and inexact solutions are presented. 






STEADY UNIVERSAL MOTIONS OF GRANULAR MATERIALS 
The motions of cohesionless granular materials in the 
regions of noneauilibrium are characterized by the continuity 
equation 
v + v div v = 0, (A.l) 
and by the dynamical equation 
yvv = yvb - 23v grad v + 2av grad (div (grad v)) 
+ (̂  + u) grad (div v) + \i div (grad v) . (A. 2) 
The continuity equation may be rewritten as 
i^-r + v • grad v + v div v = 0, 
and the dynamical equation as 
9v 
Y^ («r + y * grad v) = yvb - 23v grad v + 2av grad (div (grad v)) 
+ (A + y) grad (div v) + ]i div (grad y) • (A. 3} 
Let us consider steady isochoric motions. This 
implies that 
a 3v 
div v = 0, |4 = 0 and ^ = 0. (A.4) 
The continuity equation reduces to 
y • grad v = 0, (A.5) 
and the dynamical equation becomes 
yvv • grad v = yvb - 2$v grad v + 2av grad (div (grad v)) 
+ y div (grad y). (A.6) 
Now considering only conservative body forces so that 
b = -grad V, 
and using the well known identities 
v * grad y = uxv + grad ^— (A.7) 
and 




YV(LOXV + grad j—) - - yx> grad V - 2$v grad v 
+ 2av grad (div (grad v)) - \i curl (curl v) (A. 9) 
as our dynamical equation. 
We divide throughout (A.9) by y v, assuming v r 0 in 
the regions of nonequilibrium. We obtain 
2 -D 
wxv + grad y— = - grad V - — grad v 
L y 
+ 2 — grad (div (grad v)) - — curl (curl v). (A.10) 
We are seeking universal solutions of the dynamical 
equation, i.e., motions independent of the material proper-
ties y, a, and 3. We take the curl of both sides of (A.10} 
to obtain 
curl (wxy) = —̂ - (curl [— curl (curl v) ]) . (A. 11) 
We are assuming that u, a, and 8 are all constant material 
coefficients. For universal motions we must have 
curl Oxv) = 0 (A. 12) 
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and 
curl [- curl (curl y) ] = 0. (A.13) 
Therefore the set of conditions any universal solutions of a 
cohesionless granular material must satisfy in the regions 
of nonequilibrium are 
div v = 0, (A.14) 
v • grad v = 0, (A.15) 
curl (OJXV) = 0, [A. 16) 
and 
curl [- curl (curl v)] = 0. (A.17) 
Comparing these conditions with those required of a 
Navier-Stokes fluid, we note that for Navier-Stokes fluids 
\> = a constant, so that our conditions (A. 14) through (A. 17) 
reduce to 
div v = 0 , (A.18) 
curl (wxv) = 0r (A.19) 
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and 
curl [curl (curl v) ] = 0, (A.20} 
which are the familiar conditions for universal solutions of 
a Navier-Stokes fluid. 
Equation (A.17) may be expanded to obtain 
;rad — x curl (curl v) + — curl [curl (curl v)] = 0.(A.20) 
Suppose we have a steady velocity field v which is a 
universal solution of the Navier-Stokes equation, so that 
div v = 0, (A.21) 
curl (wxv) = 0 , (A.2 2) 
and 
curl [curl (curl v)] = 0. (A.23) 
We want to seek solutions v for the case of granular materials 
which are also solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation. The 
new conditions required of v (which already satisfies the 
See A. W. Marris, [1975, 2] . 
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conditions for universal motion required for Navier-Stokes 
fluids) and v are that 
v • grad v = 0, (A.24) 
and 
1 grad — x curl (curl v) = 0. (A.25) 
In the set of all universal solutions of the Navier-
Stokes equation there is a subset v of solutions which satisfy 
/\ 
/s 
a condition on v that is stronger than required. These are 
the solutions which satisfy 
/s 
curl (curl v) = 0. (A. 26) 
Since for isochoric motions 
V v = - curl (curl v), (A.27) 
it may be immediately recognized that this subset of solutions 
consists of harmonic functions. If we seek universal solu-
tions for granular materials whose velocity field satisfies 
this stronger condition, then the condition that 
rad (i) x curl (curl v) = 0 (A.28) 
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is always satisfied, and we are left with the single condition 
that 
v • grad v = 0. (A.29) 
We may infer from this condition that on each streamline, v 
will be determined to within an arbitrary constant. 
APPENDIX B 
THE DEFINITION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM 
AND NONEQUILIBRIUM REGIONS 
In this work we are primarily interested in determining 
the velocity fields and functional representation of the 
volume distribution function in the regions of nonequilibrium 
of granular materials. For this reason, instead of using 
the constitutive equation for the region defined by Goodman 
and Cowin [1971, 1] as a part of the problem solution, we 
have instead employed a dynamic yield condition to serve as 
a boundary condition for the region of nonequilibrium. 
Essentially, we argue that at the surfaces of transition 
from regions of equilibrium to regions of nonequilibrium, we 
must satisfy the requirement that D at the surface equal 
zero. This condition provides a boundary condition to be 
satisfied by the velocity field. If the surface of transi-
tion is of a form such that it can be characterized by a 
single constant parameter (the radius of a cylinder or the 
width of a region), then this requirement that D = 0 
generally provides a condition for the determination of the 
* 
Jenkins [1975, 1] has obtained two boundary conditions 
to be satisfied by I and h for the regions of equilibrium. 
The relationship of these conditions to the condition on D 
employed in this work has not yet been determined. 
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parameter. The further requirement that the velocity field 
be constant in a region of equilibrium provides us with an 
additional boundary condition on the velocity field. 
APPENDIX C 
THE NONUNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTIONS 
In their solution to the vertical channel flow of a 
Coulomb granular material, Goodman and Cowin assumed that 
a central plug (being a region of equilibrium) would form, 
and that the velocity and volume distribution function 
would be symmetric about the central axis. The assumption 
of a central plug was apparently made on the basis of the 
findings of previous experimental work in granular flow. 
While their results are valid and appear to correlate well 
with those findings, there is nothing in the present state 
of the theory of granular materials to rule out a number of 
other possible flow types for the same problem. Without 
drawing on any apparent experimental justification, we can 
postulate a flow with a region of nonequilibrium in the 
center of the channel and regions of equilibrium near the 
channel walls. We considered symmetric flows of this type 
in Chapter IV and showed that such flows are impossible. 
Other alternative flows are possible for several of 
the problems we have considered. For example, we can take 
the inexact solution we have obtained for flow between 
concentric cylinders and construct a more complex problem 
with alternating regions of equilibrium and nonequilibrium 
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as shown in Figure 16- The inner face of the outer region of 
Figure 16. Alternating Regions Between Concentric Cylinders 
equilibrium is equivalent to the inner face of the outer 
cylinder of the problem we, worked in Chapter IV with our 
exact solution. The outer face represents the surface of 
the inner cylinder for a problem identical to the one we 
worked in Chapter IV in which the region of equilibrium 
experienced rigid body rotation only. We can thus tie 
together an indefinite number of alternating bands of regions 
of equilibrium and nonequilibrium. We have a nonuniqueness 
in our solution because any arbitrary number of regions of 
this type are possible between the two cylinders. 
The vertical channel flow and vertical flow between 
concentric cylinders also exhibit a nonuniqueness in that 
we can construct solutions of the type shown in Figure 17. 
We have no reason based on the theory to expect one solution 
to be more likely than any other. 
plugs 
Figure 17. Multiple Plug Channel Flow 
Let us see if we can account for the reasons we have 
s nonuniqueness in our solutions. First, our solutions 
not analytically defined solutions over the entire body 
granular material, as shown in Figure 18. We note that 
V(a-) = 0 
v'[a+)^0 
Figure 18. The Nonanalytic Form of the Solution 
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although V(x) and VT(x) are continuous, V" (x) is discontinuous 
at some points over the interval. The fact that we have defined 
that conditions describing V(x) such that the second deriva-
tive is in general discontinuous at some point or points is 
evidently one reason for our multitude of possible solutions. 
It allows us to tie together pieces of horizontal lines (in 
the case shown in Figure 19) which satisfy conditions in the 
equilibrium regions with compatible curves of nonzero second 
derivative which satisfy conditions in the nonequilibrium 
regions. 
A second reason we might obtain nonunique solutions 
is that the dynamical and continuity equations derived from 
our constitutive equation are in general nonlinear and 
coupled in the two variables v and v. However, in the cases 
we considered, we managed to reduce the equations to a set 
of ordinary equations which were coupled in v and v in at 
most one equation. For more general cases there is no 
guarantee that solutions will be unique. The consideration 
of whether this type of nonuniqueness enters into a problem 
depends on the specific nature of the problem and any assump-
tions that have to be made in order to obtain a solution. 
These are the two unrelated factors which may imply 
a nonuniqueness of our solutions. Either or both of them 
may apply to the solution of a particular problem. Thus 
there is no reason to believe that an infinite number of 
possible solutions to a particular problem will not exist. 
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However, we have solved a fully developed, steady flow 
problem ignoring the fact that for any real flow there is an 
initial configuration. Some inducement was provided to set 
the material in motion, whereupon it underwent some transient 
unsteady motion before it attained its steady state. In 
reaching its steady state, it may be that there is some 
preferred steady motion, depending on the initial configura-
tion. Our multitude of solutions may in fact represent steady 
state solutions for different initial configurations. 
It is also possible that some solutions are more 
stable than others, as is the case with the buckling of 
elastic beams. There may be a single solution that is stable 
and a number of quasi-stable solutions which will reorient 
to the one stable solution given the slightest perturbation. 
It would seem that for given initial conditions a flow will 
seek the form with minimum potential energy. However, this 
is all conjecture. What we need is a stability analysis of 
the various steady state solutions to see which is most 
stable. We would also benefit from having solutions to some 
unsteady problems with a given initial configuration. Only 
then will we be able to predict with some confidence what 




THE STATEMENT OF THE BALANCE OF EQUILIBRATED FORCE 
Recall from (1.11) that we have the following field 
equation representing the balance of equilibrated force: 
yvkv = div h + yv (£ + g) . (D.l) 
We shall investigate the above equation for the case of the 
linear theory of Coulomb granular materials. For the linear 
theory, we have 
h = 2ct grad v (D. 2) 
and 
g-g° = -Cv + -Str D, (D.3] 
where a, c and 6 are scalar functions of v , v, grad v, y 
and 0 in general. 
Let us look at the case when a = constant. Then 
div h = 2a div grad v, (D.4) 
and 
g = g° - ?v - 5tr D. (D.5) 
We are considering only isochoric motions, which implies 
that trD = 0. Furthermore, under the condition of isochoric 
motions the continuity equation becomes simply 
v = 0. (D.6) 
Hence CD.5) reduces to 
g = g° . (D.7) 
From Goodman and Cowin [1972, 1], the equilibrium value of 
the intrinsic equilibrated body force is 
;° = 2^-, (D.8) 
yv 
where 
P = Y ^ ay, p = yv ^x, CD.9a,b) 
and ij; is the free energy function, given by i|i = e-9ri. 
Our force equilibrium equation may now be written as 
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yvkv = 2a div grad v + yv (£ "̂ ay ~ ̂  • (D.10) 
But v = 0 implies that v = 0, so the equation reduces to 
0 = 2a div grad v YV (I + i |i 
1 ^ v 3y 
cHj^. 
9v (D.ll) 
This can be written as 
2a div grad v « 3_̂_ 1 _9_̂  
yv 9v v 3y* CD.12) 
Thus in the special case of isochoric motion the equation of 
equilibrated force reduces to an equation serving to define 
a required relationship betv/een v, &, T|> , y and a. 
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